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Introduction {#sec005}
============

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is associated with altered time perception performance in children \[[@pone.0133714.ref001]--[@pone.0133714.ref009]\] and adults \[[@pone.0133714.ref010]--[@pone.0133714.ref015]\]. Before examining time perception more closely, differentiating between short-term memory (STM) and working memory (WM) is warranted. According to Baddeley (2012) *"the term working memory (WM) evolved from the earlier concept of short-term memory (STM) and the two are still on occasion used interchangeably*.*"* In his review, Baddeley suggested using the term STM to *"refer to the simple temporary storage of information*, *in contrast to working memory*, *which implies a combination of storage and manipulation"* (see page 4 in \[[@pone.0133714.ref016]\]). Baddeley´s model provides the theoretical foundation for memory function as examined in the present study \[[@pone.0133714.ref016]\]. The central executive constitutes the primary component of this model, which contains three slave systems: the visual-spatial sketchpad, the phonological-loop and the episodic buffer. The central executive is the most complex component in the model, as it assigns the three slave systems to one of the three processing stages: attentional focus, storage and decision making. The visual-spatial sketchpad is responsible for storing, retrieving, and manipulating visual-spatial information, whereas the phonological loop stores and manipulates verbal information. The episodic buffer is a multimodal storage system that can save both visual and verbal information; this system was added to the original model in 2000, as a component was needed to provide buffer storage. Nevertheless, the capacity of all slave systems is limited \[[@pone.0133714.ref016], [@pone.0133714.ref017]\]. A review concerning the contributions of lesion studies to the comprehension of the neuroanatomy of WM showed that the structures of the prefrontal cortex and the parietal cortex are connected with WM \[[@pone.0133714.ref018]\] but that STM is associated with the prefrontal cortex\[[@pone.0133714.ref019], [@pone.0133714.ref020]\]. Memory processes are involved in several psychological and neuropsychological processes, such as executive function \[[@pone.0133714.ref021]\], and might also be important when interpreting psychological studies concerning human time perception \[[@pone.0133714.ref022], [@pone.0133714.ref023]\]. The authors of a study of time perception in healthy participants postulated the information processing model (IPM) \[[@pone.0133714.ref024]\], which is a psychological model that explains the perception of time intervals. The IPM is a pacemaker-accumulator model that includes three important stages in the perception of time: the clock stage, the memory stage, and the decision stage. The onset of a stimulus turns a switch that permits pulses from the pacemaker to transfer to an accumulator (clock stage). The pulses in the accumulator are *stored* in temporal memory storage (memory stage). Memory retrieval begins at the onset of the time stimulus, and a sample representing one of the time intervals is transferred to the comparator. A decision regarding whether to respond is initiated by comparing the discrepancy between the time values from the accumulator and those from memory storage \[[@pone.0133714.ref025]--[@pone.0133714.ref028]\]. The memory process in the IPM Model appears to assign a central role to active processing in WM rather than to the individual´s capacity of memory storage. Therefore, the role of STM in time processing is unclear in the context of the IPM. However, it can be assumed that perception and decision making concerning the durations of time intervals and memory processes are closely interconnected. This assumption is supported by neuropsychological studies of animal and human time perception \[[@pone.0133714.ref029], [@pone.0133714.ref030]\] and a study demonstrating that the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex are crucial for the perception of time intervals \[[@pone.0133714.ref023]\]. Moreover, studies have shown that thalamo-cortical-striatal circuits are activated during interval timing tasks. These circuits include the structures of the basal ganglia, the prefrontal cortex and the posterior parietal cortex \[[@pone.0133714.ref019], [@pone.0133714.ref031], [@pone.0133714.ref032]\]. With respect to the mental disorder ADHD and its related neuropsychological deficits, studies of adult ADHD patients have revealed a deficit in WM performance \[[@pone.0133714.ref033], [@pone.0133714.ref034]\]. Moreover, studies showed a deficit in the phonological loop and the visual-spatial sketchpad in adult patients with ADHD \[[@pone.0133714.ref035]\]. Furthermore, fMRI studies of adult patients with ADHD showed decreased activity in the temporo-occipital and prefrontal cortices \[[@pone.0133714.ref036], [@pone.0133714.ref037]\], which are responsible for time and memory processing \[[@pone.0133714.ref019], [@pone.0133714.ref020], [@pone.0133714.ref031], [@pone.0133714.ref032]\]. These results support the hypothesized connection between time processing and memory. However, whereas several studies examined the deficits of adult ADHD patients in WM, studies examining STM in adult ADHD are scarce. To our knowledge, only one study has shown a deficit in the STM capacity of adolescents and adults with ADHD \[[@pone.0133714.ref038]\]. That study revealed that adolescents with ADHD exhibit reduced STM capacity and an increased discrepancy between STM capacity and verbal IQ \[[@pone.0133714.ref038]\].

Additionally, studies of adult patients with ADHD that have examined STM, WM and their possible link to the ability to reproduce time intervals are scarce. A study conducted by Barkley et al. (2001) examined a sample of 104 adult patients with ADHD and 46 control subjects using a retrospective time estimation task and a time reproduction task consisting of six time intervals (2 s, 4 s, 12 s, 15 s, 45 s and 60 s). The adult patients with ADHD did not exhibit longer time estimates on the time estimation task. Nevertheless, the ADHD patients committed more reproduction errors at the 15 s, 45 s and 60 s intervals and produced shorter reproductions at the 15 s and 60 s intervals compared with the healthy controls (HCs) \[[@pone.0133714.ref010]\]. The authors controlled for IQ differences and comorbid disorders but did not specifically examine measures of memory performance. A translational study investigated time discrimination, time duration estimation and time reproduction abilities of children with ADHD, children with dyslexia and adolescents with ADHD using 400 ms, 2 s and 6 s time intervals \[[@pone.0133714.ref039]\]. The children and adolescents with ADHD performed differently from the HCs on the discrimination task. A difference between the adolescents with ADHD and the HCs in time reproduction was detected for the 400 ms time interval. Further, the authors observed a higher variability among the adolescents with ADHD at the 2 s and 6 s intervals on the time reproduction task. No differences were observed in the mean performance at the 2 s and 6 s intervals among the adolescents with ADHD. The authors also reported that STM and WM performance predicted performance on the duration discrimination task but not on the duration estimation task \[[@pone.0133714.ref039]\]. However, the findings of Toplak and colleagues were limited to adolescents, and an adult sample is needed to generalize these findings regarding the possible association of time reproduction capacity with STM and WM in adults with ADHD. The scope of our study was to investigate time reproduction in the range of seconds in adults with ADHD using six time intervals selected from the current literature and to determine the possible association of time reproduction performance with STM and WM.

The following hypotheses were examined in this study. According to the recent literature, patients with ADHD would perform worse on time reproduction tasks, as well as STM and WM tests, than HCs (H1). In the case of an association between memory performance and the ability to reproduce time intervals, we postulated an association of time reproduction with STM and WM. Specifically, the ADHD patients who performed worse on the STM/WM tests would also perform worse on the time reproduction task compared to the HCs (H2).

Materials and Methods {#sec006}
=====================

Study design {#sec007}
------------

The study was conducted using an experimental group-control group design composed of three groups. The first group consisted of adult patients with ADHD who were regularly receiving methylphenidate (MPH) medication (MPH+); the second group consisted of patients with ADHD who were not receiving MPH or any other medication (MPH-); and the third group was a HC group. The necessary sample size (n) as a function of the power (1-β), the significance level (α) and the effect size (f) was calculated using the statistical power analysis program G-Power 3 \[[@pone.0133714.ref040]\]. The expected a priori power was set at 1-β = .80, and the significance level was set at α = .05 for three groups. Based on previous results concerning time reproduction among adult ADHD patients in the literature \[[@pone.0133714.ref010], [@pone.0133714.ref015], [@pone.0133714.ref039]\], we expected a medium effect size (f = .35). A required total sample size of n = 84 was calculated.

Sample {#sec008}
------

We recruited 59 patients with confirmed diagnoses of ADHD from a pool of adult patients with ADHD who were receiving treatment at the ADHD outpatient clinic of the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University of Duisburg-Essen, and 32 healthy adult controls (M~Age~ = 31,28; SD~Age~ = 7,14) were recruited via postings in various university and non-university settings. The exclusion criteria for the patients with ADHD included other psychiatric disorders, such as co-morbid depression and mood disorders or substance abuse, and the current use of psychotropic medications other than MPH. Patients with ADHD were diagnosed by trained psychiatrists and psychologists at the ADHD outpatient clinic according to the DSM-IV-TR criteria. To control for covariates, questionnaires regarding current difficulties related to attention, hyperactivity and impulsivity (ADHD self-rating questionnaire, ADHS-SB; Wender Utah Rating Scale, WURS-K) \[[@pone.0133714.ref041], [@pone.0133714.ref042]\], state and trait anxiety (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, STAI X1 and X2 \[[@pone.0133714.ref043]\]), depressive symptoms (Beck's Depression Inventory, 2^nd^ edition, BDI \[[@pone.0133714.ref044]\]) and the baseline levels of impulsivity (Barrett Impulsiveness Scale, BIS \[[@pone.0133714.ref045]\]) were administered to all subjects. Participants with diabetes; obesity; schizophrenia; current substance abuse; or a history of drug abuse, mood or anxiety disorder or any other chronic medical condition were excluded.

Participants with an IQ below 85 were not included in the study. IQs were estimated using the "picture completion" and "similarities" subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for adults \[[@pone.0133714.ref046]\] by combining the scores on these two subtests (WIP (S/PC)). Furthermore, we administered the B version of the German Mehrfachwahl-Wortschatz-Intelligenz-Test (MWT-B) \[[@pone.0133714.ref047]\], which is a multiple-choice word test that resembles the English spot-the-word test. Both IQ estimates are displayed in [Table 1](#pone.0133714.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0133714.t001

###### Demographic characteristics of the ADHD and healthy control groups.

![](pone.0133714.t001){#pone.0133714.t001g}

  Variable             ADHD MPH+            ADHD MPH-           Healthy controls     H-test
  -------------------- -------------------- ------------------- -------------------- ---------------
  Age (years)          M = 34.73 (9.08)     M = 34.72 (10.40)   M = 31.28 (7.14)     *n*.*s*.
  Years of education   M = 16.77 (3.50)     M = 15.90 (2.50)    M = 16.84 (1.70)     *n*.*s*.
  MWT-IQ               M = 109.30 (10.60)   M = 107.80 (17.0)   M = 113.20 (18.80)   *n*.*s*.
  WIP(S/PC)            M = 109.30 (7.95)    M = 109.60 (7.00)   M = 112.60 (8.20)    *n*.*s*.
  WURS-K               M = 38.03 (13.40)    M = 38.28 (13.44)   M = 9.88 (8.21)      *p \<* .*001*
  ADHS-SB              M = 30.60 (9.84)     M = 38.03 (13.40)   M = 7.16 (5.43)      *p \<* .*001*
  STAI X1              M = 44.97 (8.92)     M = 44.31 (9.60)    M = 30.88 (5.93)     *p \<* .*001*
  STAI X2              M = 49.27 (9.55)     M = 48.59 (9.59)    M = 32.88 (5.58)     *p \<* .*001*
  BIS                  M = 76.80 (11.58)    M = 75.57 (12.72)   M = 53.88 (7.98)     *p \<* .*001*
  BDI-II\*             M = 12.87 (9.10)     M = 12.03 (8.53)    M = 4.22 (4.46)      *p* = .*01*

The characteristics of the three analyzed groups are shown. Data regarding age, years of education, Wechsler Intelligence Scale score, mean IQ (based on the similarity subtest and the picture completion subtest of the WIP (WIP(S/PC))), multiple-choice word test (MWT IQ) score \[this test resembles the English spot-the-word test\], the Wender Utah Rating Scale (WURS-K) score, the ADHS self-rating questionnaire (ADHS-SB) score, the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI X1 and STAI X2) score, the Barrett impulsiveness scale (BIS) score and the Beck's Depression Inventory (BDI-II) score are provided. ADHD MPH+: patients with ADHD who were taking methylphenidate; ADHD MPH-: patients with ADHD who were not taking methylphenidate; M: mean; SD: standard deviation; n: sample size; \*considered as a covariate in the ANOVA.

The patients in the MPH+ group had been treated with long-acting MPH formulation for at least one year prior to the start of the present study. The patients with confirmed diagnoses of ADHD were divided into two subgroups according to the status of MPH treatment. The patients in the MPH+ group (n = 30; M~Age~ = 34.73; SD~Age~ = 9.08) had been treated with a long-acting MPH formulation (M = 35.7 mg; SD = 16.1 mg) for at least one year, and the patients in the MPH- group (n = 29; M~Age~ = 34.72; SD~Age~ = 10.40) had not received any prior pharmacological treatment. These groups were comparable in terms of group size and gender (χ^2^ = .21 p \> .05) and did not differ significantly with respect to age, formal education or estimated IQ ([Table 1](#pone.0133714.t001){ref-type="table"}). This study was evaluated and approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the University Essen-Duisburg and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Time reproduction task {#sec009}
----------------------

The time reproduction task was compiled using the PYTHON programming language, version 2.7.3. (open source license; Python Software Foundation 2012; [www.python.org](http://www.python.org/)) and was executed on a laptop PC (Lenovo Think Pad, Intel core i5) running Lubuntu Linux equipped with system kernel version 3.2.0-24-generic (open source license, Ubuntu Foundation 2012, [www.ubuntu.com](http://www.ubuntu.com/)). Time reproduction in the range of seconds was tested using a computerized time reproduction task consisting of six time intervals (1 s, 4 s, 6 s, 10 s, 24 s and 60 s) that have frequently been used in previous research \[[@pone.0133714.ref005], [@pone.0133714.ref010], [@pone.0133714.ref014], [@pone.0133714.ref015]\]. The time reproduction task was administered visually, and standardized verbal and visual instructions were used. Thereafter, each of the six time intervals was randomly presented 10 times on a computer screen. After the presentation of an exclamation mark (100 ms), a non-moving classic yellow smiley face was projected onto the computer screen for a specific time interval (e.g., 10 s) and was then removed. The subjects were instructed to reproduce the time interval by pressing the left (ctrl) key within 1000 ms after the smiley face disappeared and to continue pressing the left (ctrl) key for the same duration that the classic smiley face had appeared on the screen. The participants were instructed to release the left (ctrl) key when they perceived that they had matched the presented time interval. After an inter-trial interval of 100 ms, a new trial began. If the participants did not press the left (ctrl) key within 1000 ms, the next trial began after the inter-trial interval.

The computerized task was administered after the completion of the test battery, which included the questionnaires mentioned above and the assessment of memory performance. The order of task administration was identical for all participants. Furthermore, to control for confounding variables, the testing room did not contain any external clocks. The subjects were asked to turn off their mobile phones and to store their watches in their pocket or handbag. Further, the participants were explicitly instructed not to count during the time reproduction task. In addition, after completing the time reproduction task, all participants were asked whether they complied with the "no-counting" instruction; all participants confirmed compliance. For statistical analyses, the raw time reproduction ability in terms of the medians, means, standard deviations and reaction times for the reproduced durations at all six time intervals were calculated. Furthermore, we calculated the variability in time reproduction using the coefficient of variation (cv = SD~time~/M~time~) of the reproduced durations for all six time intervals.

Assessment of memory performance {#sec010}
--------------------------------

To assess the STM and WM performance of the subjects, the German version of the digit span forward, digit span backward, block span forward, block span backward and letter-numbering sequence subtests of the Wechsler Memory Scale \[[@pone.0133714.ref048]\] were administered.

Data analyses {#sec011}
-------------

All statistical calculations were performed using SPSS version 22.0 (IBM). To analyze the comparability of the MPH+, MPH- and HC groups, a χ^2^ test was applied. To test the data for normal distribution, Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were performed. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests revealed non-normal distributions for all dependent variables (*p* = .001); the standard deviations (SDs) and the coefficients of variation for all six time intervals in the time reproduction failed to meet the criteria for parametric testing. Therefore, we performed non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis *H* tests. Furthermore, the between-group comparisons were performed using *H* tests. The significance level was set at *p* \< .05. The SDs and the coefficients of variation (variability) for all time intervals (1 s, 4 s, 6 s, 10 s, 24 s and 60 s) were examined using H tests. *Post hoc* analyses were performed using the Mann-Whitney *U* test to determine the directions of the significant *H* test results.

All other variables exhibited normal distributions (*p* \> .08). Therefore, we conducted parametric analyses of variance (ANOVAs) for the dependent variables from the time reproduction experiment with the exceptions of the SDs of the six time intervals. The following within-subject variables were considered in the ANOVAs: the medians of the reaction time and of the reproduced duration for each of the time intervals (1 s, 4 s, 6 s, 10 s, 24 s and 60 s). Additionally, group (MPH+ vs. MPH- vs. HC) was included as a between-subject factor in the ANOVAs. All ANOVAs were corrected using *post hoc* Bonferroni corrections and Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments. Bivariate correlations between memory performances and time reproductions were calculated according to Spearman\'s ρ. The α-level was set to *p* = .05.

The *H* tests revealed no significant differences between subjects with and without ADHD in terms of estimated IQ, the duration of education or age (all *p* \> .05). Thus, the models were not adjusted according to intelligence, education or age. The results of the WURS-K, ADHS-SB, STAI, BIS and BDI-II questionnaires revealed significant differences between the ADHD patients and the HCs ([Table 1](#pone.0133714.t001){ref-type="table"}). The statistical analyses revealed significant differences across groups on the WURS-K, ADHS-SB, STAI, BIS, and BDI-II questionnaires. Significant differences between the patients with ADHD and the HCs can be assumed in ADHD-related questionnaires such as WURS-K, ADHS-SB, STAI, and BIS. These differences were revealed based on statistical analysis. However, in contrast to general expectations, the BDI-II score also displayed a significant difference between the groups. Therefore, the BDI-II score was included as covariate in the analyses. Although the BDI does not diagnose clinical depression, we included the BDI score in the analyses to control for possible affective differences in the sample.

Results {#sec012}
=======

Time reproduction {#sec013}
-----------------

### Raw scores {#sec014}

ANOVA of the raw scores of the reaction time and the reproduction duration for all time intervals (1 s, 4 s, 6 s, 10 s, 24 s, 60 s) revealed no significant differences between any of the groups (*p* = .05).

### Variability {#sec015}

The *H* tests of the time interval SDs revealed significant differences in the SDs of the reproduction durations at the 1 s (*H*(2) = 6.14, *p* \< .04), 4 s (*H*(2) = 8.70, *p* \< .01) and 6 s intervals (*H*(2) = 8.54, *p* \< .01) on the time reproduction task. The H tests of the coefficients of variation revealed significant differences for the 1 s (*H*(2) = 6.43, p = .04), 4 s (*H*(2) = 7.98, p \< .01) and 6 s intervals (*H*(2) = 6.88, p \< .03; [Fig 1](#pone.0133714.g001){ref-type="fig"}). No significant differences between the groups were found at any of the other time intervals.

![Time reproduction performance.\
Between-group differences in the coefficient of variation, indicating the variability in performance, for the reproduction times at the 1 s, 4 s and 6 s intervals for all groups. The means and standard deviations of the coefficients of variation for the 1 s, 4 s and 6 s time intervals are shown. MPH+: patients with ADHS who were taking methylphenidate medication; MPH-: patients with ADHD who were not taking methylphenidate; HC: healthy controls; \*p \< .05; \*\*p \< .01.](pone.0133714.g001){#pone.0133714.g001}

Short-term memory and working memory {#sec016}
------------------------------------

The memory performance results are shown in [Table 2](#pone.0133714.t002){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0133714.t002

###### Assessment of the short-term and working memory performance of the ADHD and healthy control groups.

![](pone.0133714.t002){#pone.0133714.t002g}

  Variable                    ADHD (MPH+)   ADHD (MPH-)   Healthy controls   *H test*                     *Post hoc U test*
  --------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------------ ---------------------------- -------------------
  Digit span forward          M = 17.73     M = 17.10     M = 17.66          *n*.*s*.                     *n*.*s*.
  (1.48)                      (1.81)        (1.23)                                                        
  Digit span backward         M = 6.33      M = 5.76      M = 7.13           *p \<* .*03*                 *HC \> MPH-*
  (1.76)                      (1.78)        (1.64)                           *U = 296*.*5 p \<* .*001*    
  Block span forward          M = 8.33      M = 8.38      M = 8.38           *p \<* .*002*                *MPH+ \< HC*
  (1.42)                      (1.56)        (1.56)                           *U = 252*.*5 p* = .*009*     
                                                                             *MPH- \< HC*                 
                                                                             *U = 277*.*0 p* = .*006*     
  Block span backward         M = 8.23      M = 7.97      M = 9.44           *p \<* .*002*                *MPH+ \< HC*
  (1.75)                      (1.50)        (1.50)                           *U = 103*.*0 p \<* .*001*    
                                                                             *MPH- \< HC*                 
                                                                             *U = 229*.*0 p \<* .*001*    
  Letter-numbering sequence   M = 10.90     M = 9.45      M = 11.31          *p \<* .*03*                 *MPH+ \> MPH-*
  (1.97)                      (3.30)        (2.45)                           *U = 293*.*5*, *p* = .*03*   
                                                                             *MPH- \< HC*                 
                                                                             *U = 298*.*5*, *p* = .*01*   

The results of the memory assessments for the three analyzed groups are shown. Data are provided for the digit span forward, digit span backward, block span forward, block span backward and letter-numbering sequence tests. MPH+: patients with ADHD who were taking methylphenidate; MPH-: patients with ADHD who were not taking methylphenidate; M: mean; SD: standard deviation; n: sample size.

Correlations {#sec017}
------------

The overall analyses failed to reveal any significant correlations between any of the time intervals on the time reproduction task and WM performance (*p* \> .05).

Discussion {#sec018}
==========

As expected, adult patients with ADHD exhibited worse memory performance than HCs. These results indicate that the patients with ADHD exhibited impaired STM and WM performance compared with HCs. With respect to neuropsychological deficits in attention, inhibition, memory and executive functioning, which have frequently been reported in patients with ADHD, the present results are consistent with the reported changes in STM and WM in this group of patients\[[@pone.0133714.ref049]--[@pone.0133714.ref052]\] and are in line with findings concerning the pathophysiology of adult ADHD \[[@pone.0133714.ref033], [@pone.0133714.ref053]--[@pone.0133714.ref061]\]. One study investigated WM deficits in adults with ADHD and showed impaired WM performance in these individuals. The authors administered the Letter-Numbering-Sequencing test and evaluated the digit span of the Wechsler memory scale. Patients with ADHD showed a lower score on the Letter-Numbering-Sequence test and the digit span subscale \[[@pone.0133714.ref062]\]. A recent fMRI study demonstrated a deficit in phonological WM and in associated brain areas. The authors administered an n-back task to 29 participants with ADHD and HCs. They detected a correlation between low WM performance and altered activation in the pars opercularis of the frontal inferior gyrus, which is associated with WM performance \[[@pone.0133714.ref063]\].

No general group differences in the raw time reproduction scores were found between the adults with ADHD and the HCs with the exception of the variability at the 1 s, 4 s and 6 s time intervals in the MPH- patients and at the 4 s and 6 s time intervals in the MPH+ patients. These results for the variability in time reproduction are in accordance with those of another study that demonstrated greater variability in time reproduction among children with ADHD \[[@pone.0133714.ref064]\]. Moreover, Mullins and colleagues only found enhanced variability at longer time intervals (from 36 s to 60 s), but not at shorter time intervals, among adults with ADHD. Furthermore, these results might be related to reports in the literature of absolute discrepancies in time reproduction among adults with ADHD. Valko et al. (2010) demonstrated greater absolute discrepancies between the mean reproduction times and the target intervals (for 4 s, 6 s and 8 s) in 33 children with ADHD; similar findings were observed for the 2 s, 4 s and 8 s intervals in 22 adults with ADHD compared with HCs \[[@pone.0133714.ref015]\]. In addition, similar effects were detected in young adults with ADHD. The authors investigated the raw scores and the discrepancies for the reproduction of time intervals in 104 young adults with ADHD and 64 HCs. These groups were found to differ in terms of the absolute discrepancy, indicating that the ADHD group exhibited higher variability in the reproduction of time intervals \[[@pone.0133714.ref010]\]. However, the results of the variability index are limited because there was no difference in the raw scores of the time reproduction experiment. Further, the difference in the variability scores across participants might be due to the adoption of distinct strategies by different individuals to increase their ability in the time reproduction task. Therefore, the results could confounded by such strategies, representing a limitation of the present study. Thus, further studies concerning time reproduction and the variability in time reproduction among patients with adult ADHD must be performed to verify and replicate the present findings.

Further, no general association between memory performance and the time reproduction results were observed. The relevant literature indicates that WM processes are impaired in adults with ADHD \[[@pone.0133714.ref035], [@pone.0133714.ref050], [@pone.0133714.ref056], [@pone.0133714.ref057]\]. Although we observed that WM was impaired in our patients with adult ADHD, no difference in the raw time reproduction test scores was found between the three groups. Therefore, we are unable to postulate a causal relationship between memory and time reproduction, and further studies are warranted to examine this possible relationship.

Aside from the findings regarding memory and the variability in time reproduction among adult patients with ADHD, our results are not in line with earlier or recent results of time reproduction performance in patients with adult ADHD \[[@pone.0133714.ref010], [@pone.0133714.ref011]\]. In their review, Noreika and colleagues reported 27 studies that have consistently shown a deficit in the reproduction of time intervals and three studies that reported inconsistent findings in patients with adult ADHD \[[@pone.0133714.ref011]\]. Thus, certain differential factors might have confounded the results of the present study. Differences in the BDI scores between the three groups might have influenced the results of the time reproduction task. However, the BDI was included as a covariate in the ANOVA to control for this possible influence. The present study offered an advantage in that it included an HC group that did not differ from the ADHD patient groups in terms of education, IQ or age, and our study design controlled for the effects of MPH. Further, it can be assumed that the investigated sample was somewhat representative, allowing the aforementioned conclusions to be drawn.

However, certain methodological limitations should be considered when interpreting these data. The WM tests employed do not provide high power compared to the 2-back or the 3-back task. Thus, the present results need to be verified or falsified in subsequent studies using n-back tasks to assess WM performance in adults with ADHD.

A further limitation might be that the subjects may have counted during the time reproduction task, thereby volitionally improving their time interval reproduction performance. Although all subjects reported that they did not count during the time reproduction task, the instructions not to count must be considered critically when interpreting the data. However, a methodological study demonstrated that the most effective way to prevent counting during time perception tasks is the "instruction method" \[[@pone.0133714.ref065]\]. The authors of that study compared three counting prevention methods: instructions not to count, the articulatory suppression method, and the administration of an interference task. Rattat and colleagues demonstrated that the instruction method most effectively prevented counting during time reproduction tasks \[[@pone.0133714.ref012], [@pone.0133714.ref060], [@pone.0133714.ref065]\]. Nevertheless, the possibility that the participants were not truthful with respect to counting during the time reproduction test cannot be ruled out. One group might have been more truthful than another group, which would have severely confounded and limited the findings of the present study. Therefore, investigations into the effects of counting and other strategies on the time reproduction performance of adults with ADHD are warranted in future studies.

We cannot postulate an association between memory and time reproduction due to the limitations mentioned above. Therefore, future studies that consider the abovementioned limitations are needed to draw general conclusions regarding the association between time reproduction and WM capacity. Although no significant difference in the ability to reproduce time intervals or association between time interval production ability and WM capacity was observed, the present study provides useful information for future research. The following questions should be investigated in future studies.

First, the specific effects of counting during time reproduction tasks in adult ADHD must be investigated. To our knowledge, no study has investigated the specific effect of counting in a sample of adult ADHD patients. Thus, it is warranted to investigate the heuristics of patients with ADHD compared to healthy controls. Because counting might represent only one of many possible strategies to improve time reproduction ability, further possible strategies such as buzzing or "mental singing" might also be considered as possible effective strategies. Therefore, such strategies must also be investigated before inferring effective strategies to prevent counting in time reproduction. Second, the lack of a confounding effect of these strategies on the WM capacity of the subjects must be demonstrated. Finally, studies need to be conducted to investigate the differences between STM and WM capacity according to time reproduction ability in adult ADHD patients by controlling for the limitations of the present study. Nevertheless, the preliminary results of the present study are encouraging for further research in the fields of time reproduction and WM capacity.
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